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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new posteriori method to generate high order curved meshes directly from linear meshes through a recently developed poly-spline isogeometric (IGA) method. Given an input structured or unstructured linear quadrilateral or hexahedral mesh, our method constructs quadratic poly-spline IGA bases for each element and ensures continuity and smoothness across neighboring elements. With these smooth IGA bases, each element can be sampled into a high order element of arbitrary order while maintaining consistently continuous and smooth interfaces between elements. Several fitting algorithms are developed to adjust the IGA control points to ensure the final mesh interpolates or approximates the initial boundary closely. Our method requires no CAD geometry of the initial mesh and guarantee $C^1$ smoothness in regular regions and $C^0$ continuity across interfaces of spline-incompatible elements. The method is compared with an elastic analogy based approach and is shown to be superior in terms of computational performance and overall mesh quality and smoothness. The current method can also be extended for higher order IGA basis construction and smooth refinement of meshes that are important for high order physics simulations.
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1. Introduction

High order discretization and numerical methods are garnering considerable attention from the scientific computation community due to their potential to achieve high order accuracy in solving various physics problems. Compared to traditional linear or low order meshes and numerical schemes, high order approaches tend to achieve higher accuracy with reduced computational cost in certain scenarios [1]. Within the structure or solid mechanics community, high order Galerkin method with finite element discretization [2, 3, 4] is very popular, whereas within the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and electromagnetic dynamics techniques...
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The preferred method is the high order Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In general, high order methods are easier to implement on structured quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes due to the regularity of element arrangement. For unstructured meshes, high order methods are more challenging but still offer a key to the improvement of simulations over complex geometric configurations, such as high lift systems and landing gear [7], turbulence and transition [10].

One of the main challenges of high order methods is the difficulty in generating high order meshes, as noted by Vincent and Jameson [11], which limited the adoption of high order techniques in both academia and industry. Generating unstructured high order meshes has been a focal point of research in tackling this challenge. There are two main categories of methods for high order mesh generation: direct methods [12] and posteriori methods [13, 14, 15, 16]. The direct method takes as input CAD models and generates high order meshes directly. As noted by Geuzaine et al. [17], robust high order mesh generation procedures are far from being trivial: snapping high order vertices on the CAD geometry may cause elements to become invalid and complex mesh untangling procedures may be needed to restore mesh validity. For example, Toulorge et al. [18] developed a technique using constrained optimization where element Jacobians are constrained to lie in a prescribed range to untangle high order meshes. On the other hand, the posteriori method takes as input a high-quality linear (low order) mesh that was already generated and then add high order nodes on top of it. The simplest approach is to add the high order nodes on the straight linear edges or faces of the low order elements. However, high order meshes generated in this way are not geometrically smooth and cannot fully take advantage of the setup and accuracy of high order numerical schemes [19]. Many of the previous studies [20, 21, 5, 6] have confirmed that physically curved elements that approximate the curved domain boundaries adequately are required to take advantage of the accuracy of high order methods.

To generate physically curved high order elements, many posteriori methods have been proposed. Some methods are based on local or global modification of geometric entities. For example, Fortunato et al. [22] developed a high order unstructured curved mesh generation by solving the Winslow equations within the entire domain. Jiao and Wang [23] developed a weighted averaging of local fittings (WALF) for high order surface meshing. A free program, meshCurve, implemented by Ims et al. [15] uses an algorithm developed by Jiao and Bayyana [24] to detect feature curves of the linear mesh and then reconstructs the high order mesh using the WALF algorithm. Karman et al. [25] proposed a weighted condition number (WCN) method for mesh optimization to generate high order meshes by splitting high order elements into a collection of linear sub-elements and perturbing node vectors for the new surface nodes and finally smoothing the mesh. This method was shown to correctly mesh examples where some other methods failed, including mean-value coordinate interpolation and radial basis function based smoothing techniques.

Different from the above geometry-based approaches, another line of research sought to move the high order nodes based on Lagrangian solid mechanics [26] or elastic analogy. Poya et al. [16] developed a posteriori high order curved mesh generation approach using boundary node surface projection and solid
mechanics for interior deformation. The method imposes boundary displacement on high order nodes that are projected onto the true CAD surface and deform the internal nodes based on elasticity. More recently, Yang et al. [19] developed a posteriori high order mesh generation method through moving the boundary high order nodes to the smooth boundary subdivision curves [27] or surfaces [28, 29] and solving the deformation of interior mesh with elasticity as well. Unlike the Poya’s method, the method by Yang et al.[19] requires no CAD surface of the initial geometry and thus provides more flexibility in curving lower order meshes.

The posteriori elastic analogy approach not only offers a unique advantage over the geometry based methods, as it guarantees no tangling or inversion of elements when the elasticity solution converges, but it also comes with a few disadvantages. Often noted, the elastic analogy approach produces smooth elements around the boundary, but the overall smoothness quickly fades away from the boundary since the deformation energy is absorbed mostly by the local areas. Another disadvantage is the computation time required for solving a solid mechanics problem. For example, using the finite element method (FEM) to solve elastic deformation of a large mesh is computationally intensive and sometimes could be impractical.

In this paper, we present a new posteriori method to generate high order curved meshes. Our method is based on the recently developed poly-spline FEM [30] which employs a novel poly-spline isogeometric (IGA) [4] interpolation. The current method takes as input linear or low order meshes (structured or unstructured quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes) and constructs quadratic poly-spline IGA bases for each element. In this way, \( C^1 \) continuity and smoothness across neighboring elements are ensured for regular grid-like regions and \( C^0 \) continuity is ensured across interfaces of spline-incompatible elements. Within each IGA element, a regular high order element of arbitrary order can be generated by simply sampling the element’s parametric space and the shared (interface) nodes between elements are guaranteed to be coincident. In what follows, we first present the basics of poly-spline IGA interpolation and corresponding high order mesh generation procedure, and then describe several fitting algorithms to adjust the IGA control points to ensure the final mesh interpolate or approximate the initial boundary closely. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of this method with several 2D and 3D examples and compare it with an elastic analogy based approach in terms of computational performance and overall mesh smoothness. Lastly, we discuss the advantages and limitations of this method and potential future directions.

2. Method

2.1. Isogeometric interpolation

Isogeometric analysis [31, 4, 3] is a finite element analysis framework that employs the shape functions used to describe the geometry of the computational domain as the interpolation functions for the finite element field variable. The geometrical shape functions often use the B-Splines or Non-Uniform B-Splines (NURBS) bases for exact and efficient geometry representation in CAD. The physical representation of the
geometry is a mapping from the parametric space (where the spline bases are defined) to the physical space through linear combination of control points and spline bases. These spline bases serve as the shape functions and have global high order smoothness despite compact local supports. IGA analysis directly integrates CAD systems with high order analysis to improve the solution accuracy and reduces the computational cost [4]. IGA analysis is relatively easy to define and implement for fully regular (lattice like block or multi-block structure) grids but challenging to extend to geometrically complex or high-genus models. It is still considered as an open problem to generate IGA-compatible meshes from a given general boundary surface [32, 33]. New development tends to use more advanced geometrical representation, such as T-Splines to handle geometry of complex topology [34, 35, 36] and S-Splines to simplify local refinement [37]. However, these new geometry representations are more complicated than NURBS and have not yet been widely adopted by both academia and industry.

Recently, a novel poly-spline FEM (PolyFEM) has been developed by Schneider et al. [30] to address the difficulties of generating IGA-compatible meshes for solids with arbitrary boundary surfaces. Compared to existing methods on converting unstructured quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes to T-splines for IGA applications [38, 39], the PolyFEM method shares a similar goal but uses standard spline bases. These spline bases are easier to construct and widely supported in existing modeling systems. In additional, IGA implementation in PolyFEM with the standard spline bases, instead of the more complex T-splines, is simpler and more straightforward.

The PolyFEM method takes as input a linear mesh as the starting point for high order IGA basis construction. In 3D, the linear mesh could be a mix of regular hexahedral elements and polyhedral elements, such as those generated with hex-dominate meshers [40, 41]. Well-shaped regular elements get the simplest and most efficient basis functions, while complex polyhedral elements used to handle the transitions between regular regions are formulated with harmonic bases. These regular elements can be spline compatible or incompatible. For a spline compatible element, such as a hexahedral element with triquadratic \((3 \times 3 \times 3)\) neighbors, only a single node is introduced per element. For an incompatible hexahedral element, standard or conventional quadratic element construction is used. That is, 27 local nodes are introduced within an incompatible hexahedral element. To ensure continuity between the neighboring spline compatible and incompatible elements, constraints are introduced between the spline control points and conventional element high order nodes [30]. Consequently, some of these local element nodes can be eliminated or treated as virtual nodes in the implementation. Formally, for every hexahedra \(H\) in a spline compatible region, we define the basis functions as the standard triquadratic spline basis with uniform knot vectors. For spline compatible boundary hexahedra we increase the knot multiplicity and add additional bases on the faces/edges/vertices of \(H\). For instance, if \(H\) is a corner element, we will add one node on the three boundary faces, one node on the three boundary edges, and one node on the vertex and increase the knot multiplicity in the boundary direction. The geometric mapping of spline-compatible elements is defined as the linear combination of the
nodes’ positions and their bases. PolyFEM suggests placing nodes in the barycenters (i.e., cell barycenter for internal nodes and face/edge barycenter for boundary elements); in this work, we focus on a better placement of such nodes. For the spline incompatible region, we will be using standard triquadratic Lagrange bases with 27 nodes per elements. The main difficulty of this construction is in the transition between the regions where the bases (i.e., transition form a smooth spline to a Lagrange basis) is not $C^0$. Schneider et al. [30] suggest constraining the Lagrange nodes to ensure that they match the spline side. Practically, this is achieved by changing the standard local-to-global mapping for the nodes in the interface: the local Lagrange nodes on the interface will be mapped to unique global nodes with a specified weight, thus ensuring at least $C^0$ continuity of the basis.

We note that the decreased smoothness of transition from spline elements to traditional high order elements. These transitional regions usually occupy a small portion of the volume, thus their effects do not have a major impact on the solution quality. For a mesh with only spline compatible elements, PolyFEM is a full IGA method. Since only one (center) node is used for each IGA element, the total number of nodes is in the same order as that of the initial linear mesh. For brevity, we refer to the PolyFEM bases/elements/method as the IGA bases/elements/method hereafter. In what follows, we will focus on mesh examples dominated by spline compatible (IGA) elements without arbitrary polyhedrons.

In Fig. 1, we show an example of a 2D IGA mesh. The mesh is a quarter of a plate geometry that contains a circular hole in the middle. The elements in green are the spline compatible IGA elements and the ones in red are the spline incompatible elements. For each IGA element and its neighbors, a cell center node is introduced to form a regular $3 \times 3$ lattice. All IGA elements in this example are also boundary elements, additional control points are introduced on boundary edges to maintain $3 \times 3$ structures, ensure biquadratic polynomial reproduction, and approximate the boundaries correctly. For each incompatible element, 9 ($3 \times 3$) local nodes are introduced within the element, but some nodes at the IGA element interfaces are eliminated due to the continuity constraints. These elements also have their own independent center nodes that are coincident with those introduced during the construction of IGA bases for their IGA neighbors. In fact, the displayed center node of each spline incompatible element covers two nodes at the same initial position.

2.2. Sampling based high order mesh generation

Once the biquadratic (2D) or triquadratic (3D) IGA element bases are constructed, it is straightforward to generate high order meshes of an arbitrary order by sampling of each element’s parametric space. In 2D, a quadrilateral element has a parametric space $u = \{u, v\}$ with $0 \leq u, v \leq 1$. To generate a regular quadratic element, we can sample the space with the following 9 parametric coordinates

$$\{(0,0), (1,0), (1,1), (0,1), (0.5,0), (1,0.5), (0.5,1), (0,0.5), (0.5,0.5)\}.$$  

(1)
where the first four are the corners, the middle four are at the middles of the edges, and the last one is the element or cell center.

To find the physical nodal positions $\Phi$ of these sampling coordinates, we can evaluate them with the following equation:

$$\Phi(u_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{nc} B_k(u_i) C_k$$

where $nc$ is the number of element nodes (control points for IGA elements) and $B_k$ is the basis function of the $k$-th node $C_k$ evaluated at the parametric coordinate $u_i$ ($i = 1, ..., ns$) with $ns$ denoting the number of sampling positions. For a regular quadratic IGA element, $nc = 9$, $C_k$ are the control points including the central node of the current element and its eight neighbors, and $B_k$ are the biquadratic spline basis functions. A similar procedure can be used to generate meshes of higher orders with dense sampling of the parametric space, and the procedure works for both 2D and 3D meshes.

2.3. Automatic fitting with least square

Because of the non-Kronecker delta property of B-Spline basis functions, the evaluated curve or surface of the boundaries will not necessarily interpolate the linear nodes based on the initial placement of IGA control points. For a very fine initial linear mesh, this issue is not apparent due to relatively small errors. However, for a coarse initial mesh, the error can be considerable (e.g. see Fig. 2e). For posteriori high order mesh generation, it is often desired to have the smooth boundaries interpolating or approximating the initial linear mesh nodes as close as possible. To correct this non-interpolating issue, a fitting algorithm was developed to optimize the positions of IGA nodes such that the differences between the evaluated smooth boundaries and the linear boundaries is minimized. The algorithm aims to preserve the validity of the mesh, ensuring that a valid curved mesh with positive Jacobians is generated as long as the input mesh is also valid.
Considering one IGA element, we evaluate the position of the selected sampling coordinates \((u_i)\) and aim to bring these positions closer to their linear counterparts \((P_i)\). For this element, the overall difference between the evaluated positions and corresponding linear positions is described by

\[
d = \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} w_i |\Phi(u_i) - P_i|^2
\]  

where \(w_i\) is a weight associated with \(i\)th sampling position to indicate its importance. For example, higher weights can be assigned to nodes that on the boundary. Since the evaluation of \(\Phi(u_i)\) depends on the central nodes from both the current element and its neighboring elements, minimizing this difference must be considered in a global setting. Therefore, we sum all differences as

\[
D = \sum_{i=1}^{n_e} d_i
\]  

where \(n_e\) is the total number of elements and \(d_i\) is the difference defined in Eq. 3 for element \(i\).

Regarding the sampling, the simplest choice will be the corner nodes, since the goal is to interpolate all corresponding linear nodes. However, according to our tests, choosing corner nodes alone sometimes may give oscillatory solutions with high curvature in the middle of the element borders despite a good fitting of its corners. Considering this, we include the middles nodes (thus the full list of sampling points in Eq. 1 for 2D) into the equation. Since the linear middle nodes resides on the straight edges or faces of the linear mesh, it is undesired to be tightly fitted to these nodes. Therefore, we assign them lower weights than those of the corner nodes. Increasing the weights for the middle nodes from zeros to larger numbers will reduce the curvature oscillation greatly, but will also gradually move the evaluated IGA nodes away from the linear corner ones (by a small amount).

We also developed an alternative frame rotation based method, which aims to explicitly eliminate the oscillatory curvature, to avoid ad-hoc weights adjustment. Since curvature is associated directly with the rotation of local frames derived from the geometrical (curvilinear) mapping, we can define an objective that minimizes the rotation of local frames. First, at each sampling point, a local frame consisted of curvilinear basis vectors, defined as the partial derivatives of the spatial IGA mapping, is created. These basis vectors are not necessarily orthogonal to each other or unit vectors. In computational mechanics literature [42, 43], these curvilinear basis vectors are used directly to define strains associated with stretching, bending, and shear and the elastic energy associated with them. We choose not to normalize and orthogonalize these vectors into conventional frames since doing so will also introduce dependence on mesh density for the objective function to be introduced soon. For the linear mesh, the nodal frames on the element interfaces are discontinuous and cannot be determined unequivocally. Therefore, we use the frames defined on the initial IGA mesh (before the optimization) which are smooth and continuous across elements (thus unique at any sampling position). The objective function to minimize the frame rotation within each element is
defined as

$$r = \sum_{i=1}^{ns} \left( w_i \sum_{j=1}^{dim} |(\Phi_j(u_i) - \Phi^0_j(u_i))^2| \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where the superscript 0 denotes the initial geometry, and the subscript ,j denotes the partial derivative along the j-th coordinate direction, that is,

$$\Phi_j(u_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{nc} B_{k,j}(u_i) C_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where \(B_{k,j}\) is the derivative of the spline basis function \(B_k\) with respect to the \(j\)-th coordinate.

Again, in a global setting, we sum all differences of local frames as

$$R = \sum_{i=1}^{ne} r_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

The frame rotation difference has to be used in combination with the position difference, and the combined objective is written as

$$Q = D + R = \sum_{j=1}^{nc} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{ns} \left( w^d_i |\Phi(u_i) - P_i|^2 + w^r_i \sum_{j=1}^{dim} |\Phi_j(u_i) - \Phi^0_j(u_i)|^2 \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where \(w^d_i\) and \(w^r_i\) are weights for the position and frame differences, respectively.

Minimization of \(Q\) can be solved with a least square method, which results in a linear system of equations

$$A^T AC = A^T B,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where

\[ C = [C_1, C_2, ..., C_{nn}]^T \] are the unknown positions and \(nn\) is the total number of nodes,

\[ B = [B_1, B_2, ..., B_{nc}]^T \] with

\[ B_1 = [w^d_1 P_1, w^d_2 P_{ns}, w^r_1 \Phi^0_{1,1}, ..., w^r_1 \Phi^0_{1,\text{dim}}, ..., w^r_{ns} \Phi^0_{ns,1}, ..., w^r_{ns} \Phi^0_{ns,\text{dim}}]^T, \]

\(A\) is a sparse matrix filled with quantities such as \(w^d_i B_k\) and \(w^r_i B_{k,j}\) at proper locations. Solving this linear system of equations (Eq. 9) will result in the new positions of the IGA mesh nodes \(C\).

The automatic fitting procedure obtained by minimizing the \(Q\) in Eq. 8 cannot guarantee mesh validity. In some cases, a mesh generated from this procedure may create some degenerated elements whose Jacobian are negative. To ensure mesh validity, we propose to conduct element Jacobian check after fitting to ensure positive Jacobian for all elements. If there are elements found with zero or negative Jacobian, a bi-section line search will be performed to find the maximum allowed nodal displacement along the direction computed from the initial fitting. By doing so, all positive Jacobians can be guaranteed if the initial mesh contains no elements with zero or negative Jacobian. The examples presented in the result section were all obtained with this method.
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2.4. Additional element degeneration energy

While the above method ensures validity, it does so by sacrificing mesh quality, as the filtering criteria are not directly represented in the energy function. To further increase mesh quality, we propose to add an additional element degeneration energy to $Q$ in Eq. 8 such that

$$Q = D + R + \sum_{i=1}^{n_e} S_i$$

where $S_i$ is the element degeneration energy for the $i$-th element. One choice of such an energy is the symmetric Dirichlet energy [44] defined as

$$S = 2 \left\| \frac{\det J}{\det^2 J} \right\|^2$$

where $J$ is the geometric Jacobian of the element. The energy increases as the Jacobian approaches zero, diverges at $\det J = 0$ as it cannot be evaluated, and is assumed to be undefined when $\det J < 0$. Therefore, during energy evaluation, we shall guarantee the mesh is valid with $\det J > 0$ for all elements. To ensure that, we always perform a Jacobian check and a line search if necessary before the energy evaluation. Note, the Jacobian is defined between the spatial domains of the deformed element and its initial element (instead of the canonical parametric element). As a result, the energy will be scale or mesh density independent and can preserve boundary layer elements with high aspect ratios.

With the added element degeneration energy, minimization of $Q$ in Eq. 10 can no longer be solved with the least square method due to the nonlinear nature of the element degeneration energy. To solve this unconstrained minimization problem, we used both limited-memory BFGS (LBFGS) method and a projected Newton method. However, both methods are much slower than the least square method because they typically take many iterations to converge. And within each iteration, one or more steps of line search may be needed to guarantee positive Jacobian of the intermediate meshes. We also utilized these two methods on the examples presented in the result section below. However, there are no observable differences in examples of generated high order meshes presented in this paper.

The projected Newton method typically converges with fewer iterations than the LBFGS method. However, it requires evaluation of both gradient and Hessian of the energy function, which is not trivial. We utilized an automatic differentiation method to compute the gradient and Hessian, which is more time-consuming when compared to analytical differentiation. To speed up the computation, one may consider a local confined optimization to minimize the element degeneration energy. That is, one can consider moving the position of one vertex at a time while keeping the rest of the mesh fixed. This strategy allows good parallelization, as we can do graph coloring on the mesh and then optimize one color at a time in parallel.

2.5. Elastic analogy based mesh generation

For comparison purposes, we also developed an elastic analogy based high order mesh generation approach. For a linear mesh, we first generate a regular high order mesh by sampling the linear elements,
which produces high order nodes on the straight edges (2D) or faces (3D). The elastic analogy method moves the high order nodes on the boundaries to reconstructed smooth boundary curves or surfaces, and then deforms the interior nodes based on the minimization of elastic energy. Different from other elastic analogy method reviewed earlier, the reconstructed smooth boundary curves or surfaces were obtained from the IGA fitting procedure outlined above. Our method does not require the CAD geometry like [16] and produces $C^1$ continuous boundary curves or surfaces almost everywhere. Both the IGA fitting and elastic analogy based mesh generation methods were implemented in the open source PolyFEM code [30] and the solid mechanics problem was solved with PolyFEM’s elasticity solvers.

3. Results & Discussion

We first demonstrate the IGA based high order mesh generation method with the 2D example shown in Fig. 1 and the results are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows a regular or conventional quadratic mesh of the quarter plate-hole geometry, refined or subdivided directly from the linear mesh. The resultant high order nodes reside on the straight edges of the linear elements. Fig. 2(b) shows the evaluated IGA mesh elements based on the initial placement of the control points in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2(c) and (d), we show two IGA meshes based on two different fitting procedures. The first one only considers the position differences (i.e. $Q = D$) and the second considers both position and frame differences. In both cases, $w^d_i = 1.0$ are used for corners of interior elements and $w^d_i = 10.0$ are used for element corners on the boundaries. The first case uses $w^d_i = 0.5$ for the middle nodes. The second case uses $w^d_i = 1.0$ for the frame differences for all nodes but ignores the positional differences of the middle nodes ($w^d_i = 0$). As observed, after fitting, the IGA center control points within the spline incompatible elements, which are introduced during the basis construction of their IGA element neighbors, are no longer coincident with the local center nodes of these elements. The first case causes large movement of these control points that increases the curvature of the element boarders. The second case causes relatively small movement of these control points, as it can be seen from the three spline incompatible elements.

In Fig. 2(e), we compare the four meshes by displaying their element boarders (wire frames) together. As it can be seen, the three IGA cases generate smooth curved elements. The first IGA mesh (green) without fitting does not fit the initial linear mesh well, with the differences clearly seen on the circular portion of the boundary. Both fitted IGA meshes visually interpolate the boundary nodes of the initial linear mesh. And the first (position only) fitting case (purple) also fits the interior element corners well but produces more interior element boarders with higher curvature. The second fitting case (red) produces a mesh that is closer to the initial (green) IGA mesh. The points shown in this figure are the quadratic high order nodes computed by evaluating the IGA mapping (Eq. 2) from the parametric sampling points (Eq. 1) to the physical space. To guarantee interpolation of the initial linear boundaries, we can easily move the high order corner nodes
(on the boundaries) back to its initial (linear) positions as a post-processing step if needed. In general, this will not decrease the quality of the final high order mesh since these node movements are relatively small.

In Fig. 2(f), we show the comparison between the quadratic meshes generated from the first IGA fitting case (purple) and the elastic analogy approach (blue). The elastic analogy case uses the boundary condition obtained from the IGA fitting procedure and as a result the boundary nodes are coincident. For interior deformation, a linear elastic material model with Young’s modulus $E = 1.5$ and Poisson’s ratio $\mu = 0.49$ are used. As it can be seen from the figure, the movement of the interior nodes is not apparent, as the displacement decreases quickly away from the boundary. Overall, the IGA generated high order meshes are much smoother than the elastic analogy based mesh.

In Fig. 3, we demonstrate that the same IGA (position difference based) fitting and sampling procedure can be used to generate high order meshes for a 3D plate-hole example. In the figure, both quadratic and cubic meshes are shown. Each quadratic element was obtained from $3 \times 3 \times 3$ sampling points, whereas each cubic element was obtained from $4 \times 4 \times 4$ sampling points. Meshes of higher order can be obtained similarly.

In Fig. 4, we show the IGA fitted quadratic mesh of a 2D turbine blade enclosed in a flow domain. The initial mesh consists of only quadrilateral elements and has only a few spline incompatible elements (red) near the leading edge and the trailing edge (indiscernible in the figure). The initial mesh has 2,520 elements and 2,657 nodes and the initial IGA mesh has exactly the same number of elements with 2,830 control points (nodes). With only slightly more nodes, the IGA mesh can represent a much smoother mesh.

In Fig. 4(b), the generated quadratic mesh based on element sampling is shown. The zoom-in views of four different meshes around the leading edge are shown in Fig. 5 for comparison. It includes the regular quadratic mesh, the IGA generated quadratic and cubic meshes, and the elastic analogy generated mesh. Clearly, the smoothness of the elastic analogy mesh deteriorates away from the boundary, while the IGA meshes maintain the smoothness much better.

In Fig. 6, we show a 3D linear mesh of the NACA 0012 airfoil, which was simply a one layer extrusion of a 2D mesh. The mesh was generated from an automatic meshing algorithm, which produced many spline incompatible elements (colored in red). In Fig. 7, the IGA fitted quadratic mesh of this NACA airfoil is shown. As it can be seen, the fitted mesh smooths both the interior (airfoil) and the outside boundaries. To demonstrate the usage of this generated high order mesh, we simulated the flow around the airfoil with the FLEXI simulation framework [45] that employs the high order discontinuous Galerkin method [46]. The simulations were set up non-dimensionally with Mach number $Ma = 0.4$ and Reynolds number $Re = 5000$. The inflow velocity has a magnitude of 1 and yields an angle of attack of $\alpha = 8^\circ$. The airfoil wall has zero velocity and is assumed to be adiabatic. A sponge zone was used to remove artificial reflections from the outflow boundary so that a clean acoustic field can be retained. The initial condition is selected for density $\rho = 1.0$, velocity $\{u, v, w\} = \{0.990268069, 0.139173101, 0.0\}$ (unit velocity with an $8^\circ$ angle), and
pressure $p = 4.4642857$. The end simulation time is 10 seconds at which the flow field stabilizes. The IGA fitted quadratic mesh was first exported to a file in the GMsh format\cite{17} and then loaded into FLEXI. Flow simulations with discretization order from 1 (linear) to 4 were performed. For the linear discretization, the curved (middle) nodes were ignored, and the domain has straight edges. For higher order discretization, the curved quadratic mesh was used as input and further discretized accordingly. The density solutions for these simulations are shown in Fig. 8. As it can be seen, the linear solution is very coarse and does not capture the density pattern well. For the high order cases, the density solutions have better resolution and smoothness as the order increases.

Lastly, we present two more 3D examples in Fig. 9 and 10. Fig. 9 shows high order meshes of a 3D turbine blade and compares the regular quadratic mesh, evaluated IGA mesh, and the IGA fitted quadratic and cubic meshes. Fig. 10 shows high order meshes of a 3D mechanical part and also compares the regular quadratic mesh, evaluated IGA mesh, and the IGA fitted quadratic and cubic meshes. From these figures, we can still see the boundary smoothness of these IGA high order meshes are better than the regular high order meshes.

We also created high order meshes of these two 3D examples with the elastic analogy approach. However, the results are not displayed here as the differences from the IGA generated meshes are hard to discern due to high mesh density. In Table 1, we compare CPU time required to generate these meshes. The CPU time for IGA mesh generation includes two portions, one for fitting that involves solving a linear system of equations for least square minimization of Eq. 8 and the other for the evaluation of the physical positions of the parametric sampling points. The CPU time for elastic analogy does not include the time for computing the displacement of boundary nodes from the IGA fitting procedure. For the 3D blade case, IGA mesh generation took around 1.43 seconds while elastic analogy took around 47.77 seconds, more than 33 times of the IGA time. For the 3D mechanical part case, IGA mesh generation took around 21.42 seconds while elastic analogy took around 336.33 seconds, over 15 times of the IGA time. Evidently, the IGA based approach was faster than the elastic analogy method by a large margin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>IGA Fitting</th>
<th>IGA Evaluation</th>
<th>Elastic Analogy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D Blade</td>
<td>7,448</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Mechanical</td>
<td>50,752</td>
<td>19.40</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Computational (CPU) time (in seconds) for quadratic mesh generation. The 3D blade case is shown in Fig. 9 and the 3D mechanical case is shown in Fig. 10. The HYPRE linear solver was used for both fitting and elastic analogy with the BoomerAMG preconditioner and preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) iterative solver\cite{47} and the convergence tolerance was set to $1e^{-6}$. The computation was performed on a desktop computer with an Intel Xeon W-2145 3.7GHz processor.

The examples presented above show several highlights of this new posterior, curved high order mesh
generation method. It requires only an initial linear mesh without the need of the CAD geometry and guarantees validity and adequate smoothness of the generated mesh. Our method notably outperforms the elastic analogy method in terms of both computational cost and mesh smoothness. On the flip side, there are also several limitations of the current method. First, the geometry approximation accuracy of the generated high order meshes is quadratic (since we use quadratic splines). The curved higher order (cubic or fourth order) meshes generated from the quadratic splines present here are used to demonstrate the capability of generating meshes of arbitrary orders that cater to the requirement of some academia or commercial high order analysis code. For example, in the flow around the NACA 0012 airfoil case, we show that better solution accuracy can be obtained with higher order meshes and discretization schemes. To further improve the geometric accuracy, higher order spline bases are desired. As stated in [30], the poly-spline based method utilized here focuses on construction of quadratic splines, but it can be extended to cubic polynomials if needed. But further degree elevation or p-refinement of the constructed spline bases are not as straightforward for unstructured meshes. Nonetheless, as our focus here is high order mesh generation of arbitrary order from the initial linear meshes, we have presented the possibility to use meshes of increasing order to perform p-refinement analysis. Second, the accuracy of the high order mesh also dependents on the linear mesh. If the linear mesh is too coarse, the current method may not recover the initial curved geometry well despite smooth boundary approximation. But if we assume the linear mesh is dense or an accurate representation of the initial geometry, our spline approximation can recover the curved initial geometry in good fidelity. Third, by the nature of the least square fitting, especially with the introduction of middle nodes and frame rotation in the objective function, we cannot guarantee the fitted smooth boundary interpolates the boundary nodes in the input linear mesh. In our approach, by assigning relatively high weights for these boundary nodes, we can obtain very good fitting for the curved boundary with smooth placement of middle nodes. As a result, we can often move the high order nodes back to their initial positions to ensure interpolation, as long as this movement will not cause degenerated or highly distorted elements. For the alternative method with additional element degeneration energy, we can control the fitting accuracy better with tolerance settings for the optimization, and, if needed, we can even enforce interpolation during each iteration while ensuring element validity.

The poly-spline method [30] utilized in this work for basis construction yields $C^1$ continuity for regular grid-like regions, where standard IGA can be applied, and $C^0$ continuity across interfaces with spline-incompatible elements, where standard $Q_2$ bases are constrained to ensure $C^0$ continuity. In the work by Wei et al. [48, 49], an alternative approach was proposed to build spline bases on unstructured hex-meshes and the continuity of constructed bases was studied around extraordinary nodes. Their method addresses the same problem as the poly-spline method: how to construct at least $C^0$ bases around singular or extraordinary points/edges/faces. They suggest adding additional control points around the singularities, thus the bases are splines everywhere. However, at the interfaces around the singularities, they propose to constrain nodes
and thus reduce smoothness. Since cubic spline bases are used, we believe their method may achieve $C^1$ continuity in some places around the singularities. For curved high order mesh generation applications, our approach is not tied to a specific basis construction [30] and could be extended to alternative constructions [48, 49]. We opted for using the poly-spline method [30] since the code is publicly available as an open-source project and provides an integrated meshing and IGA analysis framework.

Analysis-suitability of basis functions is very important to guarantee a stable and convergent IGA solver [50]. As demonstrated in [30], the poly-spline FEM is an integrated meshing, spline-basis construction, and FEM pipeline. The standard spline bases for each element of an unstructured mesh satisfies the pointwise nonnegativity, partition of unity, and compact support requirements by construction and thus analysis-suitable [50]. With these properties and the use of standard spline bases in combination with regular $Q_2$ elements, the linear independence (i.e. the geometric blending functions constitute a basis) and affine invariance properties are satisfied as a result. In the work by Schneider et al. [30, 1], the analysis-suitability of this method was validated by automatically solving Poisson’s equation and other partial differential equations on a large collection of models. For the current application of high order mesh generation, our approach produces valid meshes with regular high order elements, which are analysis-suitable and well suited for both structure and flow analysis. Global refinement of the poly-splines and high order mesh generation is relatively easy. For local refinement of our mesh generation process, it is straightforward to generate elements of different orders within a mesh since each element can be sampled independently while keeping a continuous (but not necessarily conformal) interface between elements. For high order analysis code that does not require conformal element interfaces, this is not an issue. Otherwise, the neighbors of these locally refined elements may need to be further decomposed to generate conformal element interfaces.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a new posteriori method for generating curved high order meshes from IGA fitting and sampling. The present method is based on the recently developed poly-spline FEM that can handle quadrilateral or hexahedral dominant meshes. The salient features of the current method include: 1) it requires no CAD geometry from which the initial linear or low order mesh is generated; 2) it can handle both structured and unstructured quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes; 3) it provides superior performance over the elastic analogy based methods in terms of overall mesh smoothness and computational cost. Our method can also be extended for global or local refinement due to its local smoothness and continuity across elements. Other future work could include elevation of the IGA shape functions to higher orders, extension of the IGA based method to generate unstructured high order tetrahedral meshes [51] or hybrid meshes with mixed element types [52].
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Figure 2: (a) The regular quadratic mesh of the quarter plate-hole geometry by simple refinement or subdivision of the linear mesh; (b) The evaluated IGA mesh elements based on the initial placement of the control points shown in Fig. 1b; (c) The position fitted IGA mesh from the new positions of control points; (d) The position and frame fitted IGA mesh from the new positions of control points; (e) Comparison of the regular and IGA meshes. The blue wire is the regular mesh, the green wire is the initial IGA mesh, the purple wire is the position fitted IGA mesh, and the red wire is the position and frame fitted IGA mesh. The displayed points are the generated quadratic mesh points from the first fitted IGA mesh. (f) Comparison of quadratic meshes generated with the first IGA fitting approach (purple) and the elastic analogy approach (blue).
Figure 3: 3D high order meshes of the quarter plate-hole geometry generated from IGA fitting and sampling. (a) Quadratic mesh; (b) Cubic mesh.
Figure 4: IGA quadratic mesh of a 2D turbine blade. (a) Initial placement of the IGA control points; (b) Fitted IGA quadratic mesh.
Figure 5: Zoom-in views of the regular and IGA meshes of the turbine blade. (a) Regular quadratic mesh; (b) IGA quadratic mesh; (c) IGA cubic mesh; (d) Quadratic mesh generated from the elastic analogy approach.
Figure 6: Linear mesh of the NACA 0012 airfoil. (a) Full mesh with spline incompatible elements colored in red; (b) Zoom-in view of the mesh around the airfoil.

Figure 7: IGA fitted quadratic mesh of the NACA airfoil. The purple wires are element contours of the fitted mesh and the blue wires are the element contours of the initial linear mesh.
Figure 8: Density solutions of the flow around the NACA 0012 airfoil. (a) Linear, (b) quadratic, (c) cubic, and (d) fourth order solutions.
Figure 9: High order meshes of a 3d turbine blade. Its linear mesh has 7,448 elements and 8,775 nodes. (a) Regular quadratic mesh; (b) Evaluated IGA mesh with control points; (c) Quadratic mesh generated with IGA sampling; (d) Cubic mesh generated with IGA sampling. The evaluated IGA mesh has 10,240 nodes and the sampled quadratic and cubic meshes has 64,757 nodes and 212,635 nodes, respectively.
Figure 10: High order meshes of a 3D multi-axis mechanical part. Its linear mesh has 50,752 elements and 59,185 nodes. (a) Regular quadratic mesh; (b) Evaluated IGA mesh with control points; (c) Quadratic mesh generated with IGA sampling; (d) Cubic mesh generated with IGA sampling. The evaluated IGA mesh has 108,646 nodes and the sampled quadratic and cubic meshes has 43,920 nodes and 1,444,561 nodes, respectively.